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SlhOLATED ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL RELEASED IN AN URBAN AREA*

after release to the needs of a regional atraosplier ic transport model appears to be identic.il
„ith the approach taken by Shoih - (2).
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A combination of Gaussian plume and par
ticle-in-cell techniques are used to simulate
the atmospheric transport and dispersion o£
i puff release of radioactive material. The
release is caused by an accident that is
assumed to occur during the shipment of the
radioactive material through central New York
Cit;-. The simulation provides estimates of
volumetric and surface concentrations of the
dispersed material that are used to predict
radiation doses incurred by the City's popu
lation in rttir-event of an accidental release.
In the Simulation, the release point is arbi
trary and the material is assumed to be either
a gas or fine particles.
•The Gaussian plume model follows cloud
concentrations from the release time until
times when transport over distances up to
,500 m has been achieved. The released cloud
may stabilise at street level or above the
mean buildings height; at a street inter
section, or in the middle of the block. The
possibility of the formation of multiple
clouds, owing to circumstances of wind
flow direction and street geometry, is
allowed.
Simulation of dispersion and transport
of the mate.rial over distances in excess of
- 500 m is continued by the particle-in-cell
(PIC) model, which uses the Gaussian plume
-. concentrations as initial conditions, and
which follows the subsequent motion of the
material until it passes arbitrarily defined
urban boundaries ("- 10 km from release point).
The particle-in-cell model uses meteorological
data and surface roughness (building height)
data to estimate wind velocity profiles and
eddy diffusion coefficients.
THIS PAPER DESCRIBES TWO MODELS OF THE ATMOSpheric transport and diffusion of material,
produced in a puff release in an urban
setting. The release o£-material is assumed
to'occur during a* transportation accident
along an urban shipping route. The release ,
material is radioactive, and could be a gas
or a cloud of fine particles. The atmospheric
**ransport models provide-estimates of the
normalized concentration (concentration per
unit of material released) for use in a radio
logical health consequence model that is being
used in a study of the risks attending the
transportation of radioactive materials
through a large city - (1).**
The present approach to the problem of
matching the smallrscale source formed just
1

* Prepared by Sandia Laboratories,
Albuquerque, Npvr Mexico 87115 and
Liv.ermore, California 94500 for the
United States Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission under DOE Contract AT(29-l)-789.
** Numbers in parentheses"deslgnate
ro.M_rpncos at the end of the paper.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS
THE MICROMETEOROI.OGICAl. MODEL - has; been
formulated to estimate the concent rat ions
of airborne radioaotivite material that may
be present near an urban shipping route sh-itiy
after a postulated accidental release to t:..atmosphere. This model - called Ml "MET - v.ideveloped to treat some of the features of
air flows that are likely to :e er.,'oar,i"i e.i
in urban street canyons and street inter
sections. The .node! is used ::oth to e.ti.-.-.* •
impacts shortly after the release, .-ir..*. to ;: ivide initial conditions fir ar. urr.in-r--.j i •:. il
transport model that folliws -orjj! i ::•-.; c>:.centrations of radioactivity :.'yr loncer
spatial and temporal scales;
The MICMET model uses data cancer-in)
the mean horizontal wind velocity it s->T..?
reference height, the mean bcildi-] hoijht
and the fraction of land occcpied oy buildings
to generate a surface roughness length
and a vertical profile of mean wind velocity
according to formulae suggested by Lettau (3) and Nicholson - (4)^. The turbulence
intensities in the alongwind, crosswir.l an.i
vertical directions are esti-atec as a function
of the time-oE-day of the release. These tur
bulence intensities are converted to standirl
deviations of cloud size as a function of
distance travelled according to a relation
ship provided by Pasquil - (5).
A layered Gaussian, or plume element,
technique was selected to describe the atmosphe.- ic transport - (6). The ?lu~e element
model divides the ini.tial cloud of materia'
into a number of horizontal layers and treats
each layer as though it had originated at a
point source. The wind speed and turbulence
intensity for each layar may be specified
separately. As the layer elements are trans
ported with time, the location of i-he centroin
of the combined cloud and the standard devia
tions .of the combined cloud are computed by
integrating over the concentration fields of
all source element layers. The model allows
for variable, stabilized cloud height and
number of layers (plume elements).
Depending upon the context of the release
within the city, a number of different release
conditions are permitted in the model. Two
release locations within a street canyon are
allowed: a release at a street intersection
and a release at the mid-block position
between two street intersections.
Release at Street Intersection - If the
stabilized cloud height is greater than the
average building height, then the cloud is
allowed to travel freely in the -ean wind
direction. If the stabilize:! cloud height is
less than the average building height, then the
cloud- is allowed to bifurcate (under certain
conditions relating to wind direction and the
street directions). The cloc3 (or clouds) arcthen constrained to travel along the street
(or perpendicular streets) for one block lenj'.h
from the intersection and the cross-wind spread
is limited by the width of the street. After
the cloud (Or clouds) have travelled one block
length, the restriction on the cross-wind
spread is arbitrarily removed.
;
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* Release at Mid-block Position - If the
stabilized cloud height if; greater than the
average building height, the cloud is allowed
to travel Ireely in the mean wind direction.
Howevpr, i( the initial cloud height is less
than the average building height, then two
situations are possible: either the mean
wind direction is within 30° of the street
di ection, or it is not. In the former
situation, the cloud is constrained to travel
along the street for one block, and its width
is constrained to a maximum of one street
width. In the latter situation, there is
evidence from full-scale measuiements that
indicates development of a vortex flow in the
street canyons - (7). The model treats the
presence of such a vortex flow by computing
a flushing time based on the work of Nicholson
- (4). A cloud the width of the street canyon,
one block long, is released to the free
flow region above the buildings after one
flushing time has elapsed.
THE URBAN-REGIONAL MODEL - The urbanregional atmospheric transport model, called
PICMET, starts with small-scale estimates
of normalized concentration provided by
the micrometeorological model ana follows
the subsequent transport and atmospheric
diffusion of the released material over
larger spatial and temporal scales, out
to the arbitrarily defined boundaries of
the urban region under study. Tho transport
and atmospheric diffusion are accomplished
by approximately solving the atmospheric
diffusion equation (see reference (8)),
using the particle-in-cel1 (PIC) technique
first employed for this purpose by Sklarew.
The mathematical basis of the PIC technique
is summarized by Sklarew, et al. (9) and
(10)j and only certain special features
of the PICMET model will be described here.
The atmospheric diffusion equation is
solved on a three-dimensional array of cells
covering the urban region of interest. A mean
wind velocity field and the three components
of the eddy diffusivity must be prescribed
at the centers of these cells. In the PICMET
model, the mean wind field is constructed
from the available measurements of the hori
zontal mean wind field (usually taken at a
fixed reference height above ground level),
the mean building.heights and the fraction of
land occupied by structures in the lowermost
cells. These data are used first to construct
vertical profiles of horizontal mean wind velo
city through the surface layer overlying each
base cell. The formulae used to define the
vertical profiles are the same as those used
in the MICMET model. The stratified horizontal
winds so obtained are next forced to be
divergence-free at cell centers by the
addition of an appropriate, usually small,
vertical component of wind. Finally, depend
ing up>n the size of particles that constitute
the released material, an appropriate freefall speed is added to the vertical component
of.wind in all the cells.

.

The measured horizontal mean wind at
reference height, the average building height
and the fraction of occupied land arc also
used to determine the vertical profile of
the vertical component of eddy diffusivity,
K , by formulae given in Ragland ?nd Peirce
- (11). A neutrally stable atmospheric
surface layer is assumed in the calculation
of K.,. The horizontal eddy diffusivities K
and K„, are assumed to be proportional to K .
z
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Boundary conditions in the PICMET model
are of two kinds. The vertical sides and* *
top surface of the array of cells are assumed
to be transmitting boundaries; that is,
material is allowed to freely flow across
the boundary and is subsequently lost fjro.n
the region. The bottom boundary of the
array of cells (ground level) cotn be anything between a reflecting boundary and an
absorbing boundary, depending upon a coefficient of surface absorption i, 0 •_ i ^ 1,
that is assigned to each ground level cell.
Within the boundaries, the PICMET moiel
follows the motion of a large number, N, of
Lagrangian particles each of which is as:= J-::-".;
to carry a fraction, I N , of the released
material. Initially, the Lagrangian partialis
are positioned in the array of cells with
a density proportional to the normalized
concentration of released material provided
by the HICMET model. These particles are
subsequently moved in short time steps
along trajectories appropriate to the co-nbined mean wind and turbulent flux velocity
fields. A particle weight, P, initially = i/x,
is assigned to each of the Lagrangian par
ticles. The particle weight never changes
unless the particle is dropped from the set
after crossing a transmitting or perfectly
absorbing ( i = 1) boundary; or the particle
crosses a partia*lly absorbing boundary
(0 < i •; 1 ) . In the latter case, the
particle is not dropped, but is physically
reflected as though the boundary wece per
fectly reflecting (i = 0 ) . However, the re
flected particle's weight is multiplied by
(1 - j) and it is assumed that a fraction, 'P,
of the released material has been deposited on
horizontal surfaces during the time step and
within the ceil whore the particle crossed
the boundary. The particle weights P are used
to calculate the normalized, volumetric con
centrations of the still-airborne material in
a mass-conserving way.
-
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The urban region chosen for the sample
calculations shown here is a portion of cen
tral New York City, centered roughly on Long
i
Island City (see Figure 3). The region is.
10 km long in tb» north and eastward direc
tions. The PICMET mr-del overlays the region
with square cells 1 km on a side with a
vertical dimension of 30 meters. There are
fou-r layers of cells above ground level.
The average building height and fraction of
occupied land data required for each groundlevel cell were taken from NYC land-use plan
ing maps ot in some cases, estimated from
aerial stereo photographs. The measured, mean
horizontal wind data at a height of 30 m are
interpolated from larger scale wind maps
presented in an unpublished study of air
pollution in New York City - (12).
Some results of calculations with the
MICMET and PICMET models are shown in Figures
1-3. The results are for a release of a
radioactive gas with a long (>> 1 hour)
half-life. The ground surface is treated
. -••
as a perfect reflector.
Figures 1 and 2 exhibit a sequence of
the normalized concentrations that are gener
ated by the combined models, starting with
a hypothetical, accidental release in the
southeastern corner of Manhattan. The wind '
pattern used in this example is typical of a
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, day. in the late Fall, 0900 EST. The wind is
Urban Diffusion Models, U. S. Air Pol
- 'ftom the southwest (heading 50" east of
lution Office, publication AP-86, 1970.
(4) S, E. Nicholson, "A Pollution Model
nor*thj. Horizontal wind speeds at the refer' . ., ence level decrease, from 4.4 m's" in
for Street-Level Air," Atmospheric Envi
; - the southern part ot the region to about
ronment, Vol. 9, pp. 11-31, 1975.
.•'.'• 2.7 m's in the northern part.
(5) F. Pasquil, "Atmospheric Diffusion,"
.'
A 500 m square area is shown in
"John Wiley S Sons, New York, o. 222,
.'
Figure 1 and is also located on the map
1974.
, , of Figure 2-(a). The release is assumed
(6) R. E.' Luna., and !!. W. Church, "DIFOUT:
to occur at a-street intersection (all
A Model for Computation of Aerosol
l_ '
streets are assumed to run either parallel
Transport and Diffusion in the At-os", .,
to, or perpendicular to the western border),
phere," Sandia Laboratories, Report
•'
Two clouds are formed; and after about 1.5
SC-RR-68-555, 1965.
minutes, these respective clouds have drifted
(7) W. F. Dabbert, F. L. Ludwig, and
'
281 m along the N-S street to the north of the
W. B. Johnson, Jr., "Validation jsr.i
release point, and 163 m along the E-W street
Applications of an Urban Diffusion >to.:?l
to the'east of the release point. These two
for Vehicular Pollutants," Atrospr.er Kclouds furnish the initial concentrations
Environment, Vol. 7, pp. 603«cl8,
:•)';.
for- the urban-regional transport model that
(8) J. II. Seinfeld, "Air Pollutic-.-Phy.ii _-.s:
• takes over at H t 1.5 "* and produces the
and Chemical Fundamentals," Xc3raw-Hil'.,
contours of normalized concentration in the
Inc., New York, og.^2'94, 197 = .
lower.most, layer of,cells (below 30 m altitude), :(9) R. C. SKlarew, A. J. Fabrick and J. E.
as-shown,,'in Figures 2(a)-'2(c).
Prager, "Mathematical Modelir.; of Photo
chemical Smog Using the PICK Method,"
' ' The particle in cell technique offers
Journal of the Air Pollution Control
.Vsome^resolution of the-cloud structure on
Association, Vol. 22, November 1972.
a scale smaller than cell dimensions. The
dimensions of the particle envelope can be
(10) R. C. Sklarew, A. J. Fabrick and J. E.
computed and used as standard deviations
Prager, "A Particle-in-Cell Method for
of a Gaussian cloud, thus providing an esti
Numerical Solution of the Atxtspheric
mate of, the upper limit on the normalized
Diffusion Equation and Applications
concentration of material present in the'
to Air Pollution Problems," Vcl'. I,
cell at a giveri time. The other alternative
3SRP44, Systems, Science and Software,
".-' is to use the cell centered concentrations,
La Jolla, California, 1971.
'-.contoured in Figures 2(a)-(c), as an average
(11) K. K. Ragland and J. J. Peirce,
concentration in each cell at a given time.
"Boundary Layer Model for Air Polljtar.t
Concentrations Due to Highway Traffic,"
To illustrate these features of
Journal of the Air Pollution Control
the particle-in-cell technique for solving
Association, Vol. 25, pp. 48-31, Januarv '
• the atmospheric diffusion equation, some
1975.
V ' projections on the ground of the envelop
of Lagrangian particles in a PICKET simu
(12) Readers interested in the data sets
lation are shown in Figure 3 at various
from the unpublished study of air
times after release. The'winds in this
pollution in New York City shcjld
example apply to a day .in late Summer, 0600
contact:
EST, when the horizontal wind is blowing
George Holzworth
from the northeast (heading 250" from North).
. Meteorology Laboratory
The horizontal mean wind speeds decrease
Environmental Protection Agency
from 2.2 m " s the northeastern corner
Research Triangle Park, N.C. 27711
of the region to about 0.04 m"s in the
southwestern corner. The hypothetical release
occurs above the average building height (8
meters) at; -a point 1 km east of Long Island
City. The elongation of the projected par
ticle envelopes is a consequence of the in
crease in wind speed with altitude; particles
~ . inthe upper cells move_,fastet than particlas
near .the ground.
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. *T'ne notation, " R 4- A°" means A minutes
after release.
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ri£. i. ;arly--tii:ic contours of normalized
concentration,(MTCMET). Contour values in:
].-•£ . [Cl->:a~ - (Ci released) ]. Release
W: street intersection southeastern
"anhattan.
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Late-tiir.e c o n t o u r s of c e l l
a v e r a g e d n o r m a l i z e d c o n c e n t r a t i o n ^ (PIC'i.-;T).
Contour vul'-aea J n : l o g . . [Ci • kin~->-(ci
r e l c a : . o d ) ] . Winds a r e f o r l a t e F a l l ,
O^OO K3T.
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Fig. ' 3 . Trace of p a r t i c l e envelope In ?IC"ET
simulation. V.'incis are for., l a t e Summer,
0600 EST.

